
Tidal E�ets on the Habitability of Exoplanets: The Case of GJ 581d Rory Barnes1;2, Brian Jakson3;4, Ren�e Heller5, Rihard Greenberg6, Sean N. Raymond7, 1Departmentof Astronomy, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 98195-1580, rory�astro.washington.edu, 2VirtualPlanetary Laboratory, 3Planetary Systems Laboratory, Goddard Spae Flight Center, Code 693, Greenbelt,MD 20771, 4NASA Postdotoral Program Fellow, 5Hamburger Sternwarte, University of Hamburg, Gojen-bergsweg 112, 21029 Hamburg, Germany, 6Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tuson,AZ 85721, 7Laboratoire d'Astrophysique de Bordeaux (CNRS; Universit�e Bordeaux I) BP 89, F-33270 Flo-ria, FraneTides may be ruial to the habitability of exo-planets. If suh planets form around low-mass stars,then those in the irumstellar habitable zone willbe lose enough to their host stars to experienestrong tidal fores. Tides may result in orbital deayand irularization, evolution toward zero obliquity,a �xed rotation rate (not neessarily synhronous),and substantial internal heating [1{4℄. Due to tidale�ets, the range of habitable orbital loations maybe quite di�erent from that de�ned by the tradi-tional onept of a habitable zone (HZ) based onstellar insolation, atmospheri e�ets, and liquid wa-ter on a planet's surfae. Tidal heating may makeloations within the traditional HZ too hot, whileplanets outside the traditional zone ould be ren-dered quite habitable due to tides.Consider for example GJ 581 d, a planet with aminimum mass of 7 Earth masses, a semi-major axisa of 0.22 AU, and an eentriity e of 0:38 � 0:09([5℄; revised from a = 0:25 AU in [6℄). The irum-stellar habitable zone of [1℄, whih is a synthesis of[7{8℄, predits this planet reeives enough insolationto permit surfae water, albeit with some loud ov-erage, see Fig. 1. The small value of a and largevalue of e suggest that tides may be important, andtheir potential e�ets must be taken into onsidera-tion. Given the reent revision its orbit [5℄, we ex-amine the habitability of this planet in the ontextof tides. As more planets in the irumstellar HZof low mass stars are disovered, a similar analysisshould be applied.Rotation Rate The rotation rate of the planetwas tidally loked in less than 1 Gyr. Tidal lok-ing, however, does not mean the planet is rotatingsynhronously, instead it follows the relation
eq = n(1 + ke2); (1)where 
eq is the equilbrium rotation frequeny, n isthe mean motion, and k is a prameter that is de-pendent on the tidal model. If tidal bulges lag bya onstant phase, k = 9:5 [9,1℄, but if they lag by aonstant time, then k = 6 [10℄. Therefore, GJ 581 d

Figure 1: Insolation limits to the habitability of GJ581 d. Solid urves orrespond to the 0% loud overHZ model of [1℄, dotted urves assume 100% loudoverage. GJ 581 d is the point, with the 1-� uner-tainty in eentriity also shown (the errors in a arenegligible.)may rotate faster than synhronous, with a periodof perhaps about half the orbital period of 66.8 days.Obliquity Tidal evolution tends to drive obliq-uities to 0 or � (depending on initial onditions).For GJ 581 d, the time for this \obliquity loking"to our is � 100 Myr [4,11℄. Should this loking o-ur, the habitability of GJ 581 d may be in jeopardy,even if it is in the irumstellar HZ, as the poles be-ome a old trap and an eventually freeze out theatmosphere [12℄. However, perturbations from otherplanets may drive a haoti obliquity evolution [13℄.For this to our the orbits of the other planets inthe system must be inlined relative to GJ 581 d'sorbit.
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2 Large mutual inlinations in the GJ 581 systemare likely. An earlier phase of planet-planet satter-ing [14℄ is evidened by GJ 581 d's large eentriity,as protoplanetary disk phenomena are unlikely toprodue values larger than 0.3 [15℄. Suh satteringwould have likely driven large relative inlinations( >�30Æ) between planets [14℄. So, while tides aredriving planet d's obliquity toward 0 or �, intera-tions with other planets are preventing this situationfrom ouring. Note that the orbital osillations o-ur on � 103 year timesales, whih is orders of mag-nitude shorter than the obliquity loking timesale.Whether these obliquities osillations from the otherplanets prelude d's habitability is another matter.Orbital Evolution The GJ 581 system is es-timated to be 8 Gyr old [7℄. Therefore tides mayhave played a role in its orbital history. Tides tendto irularize and shrink orbits with time [16℄. Al-though these e�ets are operating on GJ 581 d, theyhave resulted in minimal evolution: GJ 581 d has al-ways been in the irumstellar habitable zone. If weassume standard mass-radius relationships for ter-restrial planets [17℄, that GJ 581 d has not driftedan appreiable amount in the last 8 Gyr.Internal Heating Plate tetonis may be ne-essary for habitability [17℄. On Earth, the internalenergy to drive this proess omes from endogenisoures: radioative deay and energy from forma-tion. The soures ombine to provide a urrent heatux of 0.08 W m�2 [18℄. This value is lose to thelower limit for plate tetonis, 0.04 W m�2 derivedby [19℄. We use their example to make a rude esti-mate of endogeni heat ux on GJ 581 d, assumingan age of 8 Gyr [6℄. They assumed an exponentialooling law: hend = hend0Rp�pe��t; (2)where hrad are the radiogeni and primordial heatingux (in W m�2), hend0 is a proportionailty onstant,�p is the planetary density, � is the the reiproal ofthe half-life, and t is the age of the system. As a�rst estimate, [19℄ set � = 1:5� 10�10, orrespond-ing to the half-life of 238U. The atual ooling timesand initial radiogeni inventory of GJ 581 d ouldbe very di�erent, and Eq. (2) should be onsideredan order of magnitude estimate. Saling from theEarth, the heat ux from non-tidal soures on GJ581 d is 0.12 W m�2, about 3 times larger than thetetonis limit. Given the unertainties in this al-ulation, plate tetonis is not a given on GJ 581d.
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